The lack of service differentiation and resource isolation by the current IP routers exposes their vulnerability to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks [12] , causing a serious threat to the availability of Internet services. Based on the concept of layer-4 service differentiation and resource isolation, where the transport-layer information is inferred from the IP headers and used for packet classification and resource management, we present a transport-aware IP (tIP) router architecture that provides fine-grained service differentiation and resource isolation among different classes of traffic aggregates. The tIP router architecture consists of a fine-grained Quality-of-Service (QoS) classifier and an adaptive weight-based resource manager. A two-stage packet-classification mechanism is devised to decouple the fine-grained QoS lookup from the usual routing lookup at core routers. The fine-grained service differentiation and resource isolation provided inside the tIP router is a powerful built-in protection mechanism to counter DDoS attacks, reducing the vulnerability of Internet to DDoS attacks. Moreover, the tIP architecture is stateless and compatible with the Differentiated Service (DiffServ) infrastructure. Thanks to its scalable QoS support for TCP control segments, the tIP router supports bi-directional differentiated services for TCP sessions.
Introduction
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks in the Internet are well-known to be difficult to defend against, and the recent occurrence of Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks make it even more difficult for victims to block and trace back the attacking sources. To thwart DDoS attacks and provide service differentiation at victim servers, sophisticated resource management schemes at end-servers have been proposed, such as Resource Containers, WebQoS, and Escort [1, 2, 6, 23, 37] . Like the computing resources of an end-server, there is only a limited amount of network resources -such as bandwidth, buffer, and processing power of routers -available to Internet users. The vulnerability of Internet to DDoS attacks roots in its best-effort model that provides no resource isolation among different IP flows, making it easy for attacking traffic to hog network resources. Having sufficient service differentiation and resource isolation at IP routers is essential not only to provide network Quality of Service (QoS) to end-users, but also to counter DDoS attacks as a powerful built-in protection mechanism inside the Internet.
To support network QoS, the Differentiated Service (DiffServ) infrastructure [5] has been proposed as a promising solution due mainly to its scalability and robustness. Based on the DS field in the IP header, IP flows are classified into different Behavior Aggregates (BAs). Services are provided for aggregates, not for individual flows, and defined by a small set of Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs), which are the forwarding behaviors applied to different aggregates at IP routers. According to the three different services provided by DiffServ, three types of PHBs are specified: Expedited Forwarding (EF), Assured Forwarding (AF), and Best-Effort (BE). Although EF traffic is strictly policed and conditioned at edge routers, which protects the rest of network resources from the flooding EF traffic, the violated AF traffic is only re-marked without strict policing at network edges. More importantly, no conditioning is applied to BE traffic that is the main component of the Internet traffic. Compared with the best-effort service model, DiffServ is more resilient against DDoS attacks, but it is is still susceptible to DDoS attacks, especially the BE flooding traffic.
In the current DiffServ architecture, the QoS classification at core routers depends solely upon the DS field in the IP header, 1 yielding only coarse-grained service differentiation and resource isolation. No further service differentiation and resource isolation are provided among different transport-layer protocols within a BA. On the other hand, UDP and TCP are two dominant transport-layer protocols in the current
Internet, but their services and traffic behaviors are quite different. Furthermore, UDP and ICMP flooding attacks have been widely used for stealing network bandwidth and disabling a victim server. It is necessary to provide resource isolation among TCP, UDP and ICMP traffic, and the resource consumption of UDP and ICMP traffic should be bounded. Besides meeting the requirement of the bi-directional service differ- 1 Multi-field packet classification is limited to edge routers in the DiffServ architecture.
entiation to TCP sessions, which the current DiffServ fails to achieve [28, 45] , there are three reasons for differentiating TCP control segments -SYNs, FINs, ACKs and RSTs -from data segments, especially in the best-effort service model.
R1.
Usually TCP control segments have much smaller packet size than data segments, so they consume much less network bandwidth than data segments.
R2.
The loss of a TCP control segment, especially SYNs, incurs more serious performance degradation than the loss of a data segment.
R3. DDoS attack tools usually utilize TCP control segments for generation of DoS attacks, such as TCP SYN and ACK flooding attacks.
In other words, the coarse-grained service differentiation and the lack of resource isolation on meta-data packets not only degrade the assured service of TCP sessions, but also expose the vulnerability of Internet to DDoS attacks [12] .
In this paper, we propose a transport-aware IP (tIP) router architecture to provide fine-grained service differentiation and resource isolation among thinner aggregates without compromising scalability. The basic concept employed is layer-4 service differentiation and resource isolation, in which the transport-layer information is inferred from the IP headers and used for packet classification and resource management at IP routers. To support layer-4 service differentiation and resource isolation, we present a fine-grained QoS classifier and an adaptive weight-based resource manager, with which the tIP router infrastructure is built.
The fine-grained QoS classifier divides each BA into thinner aggregates, and the adaptive weight-based resource manager provides service differentiation and resource isolation among these thinner aggregates.
At core routers, we employ a two-stage packet classification mechanism to decouple the routing lookup from QoS lookup. The first stage performs the routing lookup at the input port, and the second stage performs the fine-grained QoS lookup at the output port after the packet is routed through the switching fabric.
The performance of the tIP router architecture is evaluated by simulation. The simulation results
show that (1) the resource isolation provided by the tIP router significantly throttles the flooding traffic received by the victim server; (2) most of the flooding traffic is dropped close to the attacking sources, thus confining flooding damage and saving network resources; (3) the flooding traffic has little impact on the normal traffic that belongs to a different transport protocol, e.g., the UDP flooding or ICMP flooding traffic cannot interfere with the transmission of normal TCP traffic. Therefore, it can be utilized as a builtin protection mechanism of IP routers to counter DDoS attacks. Moreover, the tIP router provides better end-to-end TCP performance to applications: a high-tiered TCP session is guaranteed to have lower ACK loss rate and higher effective throughput than a low-tiered one.
Note that tIP routers do not require the support of DiffServ infrastructure, and they also work under the best-effort model. Actually, the best-effort model can be viewed as a simplified case of the DiffServ model, in which only single BA (best-effort) exists. To make our work more general and applicable in future, we investigate tIP routers with a more sophisticated DiffServ model. The subset of our results, which is based on the study of best-effort aggregates, can be directly applied to the current Internet.
While some network attackers attempt to subvert the service of a victim using a few specially-crafted packets, most of DDoS attacks are conducted by flooding a large number of bogus packets to the victim.
In this paper, only the flooding DDoS attacks are considered. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of our work including our initial motivation, the brief description of DDoS attacks and the related work. Section 3 describes a fine-grained QoS classifier and an adaptive weight-based resource manager, the key components of the tIP router architecture. Section 4
evaluates the performance of the tIP router architecture. Finally, the paper concludes with Section 5.
Background
There are three parts of background behind our work. First, we present our initial motivation. Second, we briefly describe the working mechanism of DDoS attacks and some available attack tools. Third, we give a short survey of previous router-based DDoS defense mechanisms.
Initial Motivation
Our work was initially motivated by the desire of providing preferential treatments to TCP ACKs and achieving bi-directional differentiated service for each TCP session. By default, the current DiffServ architecture treats TCP ACKs from different user classes as BE traffic, sharing the same FIFO queue with BE data packets. The congestion caused by BE data packets results in buffer overflow at routers, and hence, bursty ACK losses. Especially under the condition that the TCP sender's congestion window size is small, the TCP sender is more vulnerable to ACK losses in the backward path, and its data transmission is interrupted by retransmission timeouts. Therefore, providing service differentiation for ACK flows is essential to TCP-based applications.
One simple way to achieve this is that end-hosts mark each ACK as a premium, assured or besteffort packet, corresponding to the class of the data packet being acknowledged, but no enhanced mechanisms implemented at IP routers to distinguish ACKs from data segments. If the network resources is over-provisioned, the validity of this simple marking scheme has been confirmed by the authors of [28] .
However, without proper resource provisioning and traffic conditioning for ACK aggregates, the ACKs and data segments that share the same queue could interfere with each other. Our simulation results in Section 4.3 show that the simple ACK marking scheme provides insufficient service differentiation and isolation to ACK flows when network resources are under-provisioned.
Furthermore, there are two serious drawbacks with this simple marking scheme: (1) the best-effort TCP traffic, which will continue to be the dominant load in the Internet, will not receive any performance improvement with the simple marking scheme; and (2) DDoS attacks in the Internet make the simple marking scheme much less attractive, since it is more vulnerable to various TCP flooding attacks. The simulation results in Section 4.2 confirm this claim. Therefore, to achieve better network QoS and counter DDoS attacks, we need to differentiate the TCP control segments from data segments and provide resource isolation between them at IP routers.
In the previous work [3] , in order to improve the TCP performance in the context of network asymmetry, the acks-first scheduling scheme has been proposed, giving TCP ACKs priority over TCP data segments. So, the router always forwards ACKs before data segments. However, this acks-first scheme could cause starvation of data packets and violation of traffic profiles, especially under ACK flooding attacks. Also, no ACK identification scheme at routers was provided there.
This initial motivation makes our work a big difference from the previous work for countering DDoS attacks, because it is not a pure security mechanism. It can significantly improve the end-to-end TCP performance for clients, justifying the need for the wide deployment of tIP router architecture.
Description of DDoS Attacks
A DDoS attack system can usually be described as a hierarchical model, in which an attacker controls a handler (master) that, in turn, dictates the hordes of agents (slaves) to flood the bogus packets to the victim. The communication between the attacker and the handler, and between the handler and the agents is called the control traffic, while the communication between the agents and the victim is called the flooding traffic. To hide the attacker from its detection, the control traffic is encrypted and its channel is covert and password protected. The recruitment of agents is achieved by employing automatic scanning and propagation techniques, which search for security holes and inject the attacking instructions into the subverted machines.
The mechanism of DDoS attacks works as follows: the master sends control packets to the previouslycompromised slaves, instructing them to target a given victim. The slaves then generate and send highvolume streams of flooding messages to the victim, but with fake or randomized source addresses, so that the victim cannot locate the attackers. DDoS attacks are difficult to defend against, as they do not target specific vulnerabilities of a computer system, but rather, the very fact that it is connected to the network.
With the appearance of Trinoo, which only implements UDP flooding attacks, many tools have been developed to create DDoS attacks. These readily available attacking tools, such as Tribe Flood Network (TFN), TFN2K, Trinity, Plague and Shaft, generate various flooding attacks [9] .
While the conventional flooding attack is a system resource consumption attack, the recent Distributed Reflection DoS (DRDoS) attacks [14, 30] virtually "disconnect" a victim server from the Internet by hogging the link bandwidth between the victim and its ISP with an excessive number of response packets 
Related Work
As the observed prevalence of DDoS attacks in the Internet [24] , many router-based defense mechanisms have been proposed, including router filtering [11, 29] , router throttling [13, 46] , Pushback [19, 17] , traceback [4, 33, 35, 36, 40] and detection mechanisms [15, 29, 43] . However, most of them are used solely for security purpose. The Internet Service Providers (ISPs) usually do not have strong incentive to embed these security mechanisms into their routers, since no direct benefit is brought to their own clients.
Ingress filtering [11] , in which the internal router interface is configured to block spoofed packets whose source IP addresses do not belong to the stub network. This limits the ability to flood spoofed packets from that stub network, since the attacker would only be able to generate bogus traffic with internal addresses. Given the reachability constraints imposed by the routing and network topology, the routebased distributed packet filtering (DPF) [29] exploits routing information to determine if a packet arriving at the router is valid with respect to its inscribed source/destination addresses. The experimental results reported in [29] show that a significant fraction of spoofed packets are filtered out, and the spoofed packets that escaped the filtering can be localized into 5 candidate sites which are easy to trace back.
Yau et. al proposed a router throttle mechanism [46] , which is installed at the routers that are close to the victim. These routers proactively regulate the incoming packets to a moderate level, thus reducing the amount of the flooding traffic towards the victim. The key idea of pushback is close to that of router throttle, and it identifies and controls high bandwidth aggregates in network [17, 19] . The router could ask adjacent upstream routers to limit the amount of traffic from the identified aggregate. This upstream rate-limiting is called pushback and can be propagated recursively to routers further upstream.
Since the source addresses of flooding packets are faked, various traceback techniques [4, 33, 35, 36, 40] have been proposed to find out the origin of a flooding source. Probabilistic packet marking [33] was proposed to reduce the tracing overhead at IP routers, which was refined by Song and Perrig in the reconstruction of paths and the authentication of encodings. Snoeren et. al presented a hash-based IP traceback, which can track the origin of a single packet delivered by the network in an efficient and scalable way. Stone [40] built an IP overlay network for tracking DoS floods, which consists of IP tunnels connecting all edge routers. The topology of this overlay network is deliberately simple, and suspicious flows can be dynamically rerouted across the tracking overlay network for analysis. Then, the origin of the floods can be revealed.
A data-structure called MULTOPS [15] is a tree of nodes that keeps packet-rate statistics for subnets at different aggregation levels. Based on the observation of a significant disproportional difference between the traffic flowing into and out of the victim, routers use MULTOPS to detect ongoing bandwidth attacks.
To detect TCP SYN flooding attacks, a simple and robust detection mechanism has been proposed [43] .
Based on the distinct protocol behavior of TCP connection establishment and teardown, the SYN flooding detection is treated as an instance of the Sequential Change Point Detection. A non-parametric Cumulative
Sum method is applied, making the detection mechanism insensitive to sites and access pattern.
Transport-aware IP Router Architecture
To provide layer-4 service differentiation and resource isolation, we propose a fine-grained QoS classifier and an adaptive weight-based resource manager, both of which are essential to the tIP router architecture.
The granularity of the classifier is still based on aggregates, not individual flows, and the resource manager is stateless, thus preserving the scalability and robustness of the original DiffServ or current Internet infrastructure. Moreover, at core routers the QoS lookup is decoupled from the routing lookup by employing a two-stage packet classification mechanism. The set of QoS filtering rules is small, and has the same/similar size at both edge and core routers. In contrast to routing lookup, QoS lookup is independent of network size and does not cause any scalability problem in packet classification. The tIP router architecture is detailed in the remainder of this section.
Two-stage packet classification
For service differentiation, layer-4 switching [20, 38] has been proposed, in which routing decisions are made based on the destination address as well as on the header fields at the transport or higher layer. Routing and QoS lookups are integrated into a single framework to fulfill layer-4 switching, and therefore, the forwarding database of a router consists of a large number of filters to be applied on multiple header fields.
The deployment of a large-scale packet filtering mechanism [16, 18, 38] makes it feasible to implement layer-4 or higher switching at edge routers or at the front-end of server farms. However, layer-4 switching has primarily been used for load balancing by connection routers in server farms. It is very difficult to implement layer-4 switching at core routers due mainly to security and scalability difficulties. Even with fast and scalable packet classification, the problems with layer-4 switching at core routers are: (1) addition of higher-layer information -such as port numbers -and more routing entries enlarges the routing table at core routers, causing the routing lookup to require more memory and time; (2) when IP payload is encrypted, higher-layer headers become inaccessible.
To support layer-4 service differentiation and resource isolation, the fine-grained QoS classification has to work well at both edge and core routers. Therefore, we decouple the fine-grained QoS lookup from the routing lookup at core routers by employing a two-stage packet classification mechanism. In addition to overcoming the scalability problem at core routers, there are several other reasons for this decoupling as follows.
Routing decisions must be made at the input port, but most of service differentiation -buffer management and packet scheduling -is performed at the output port.
There is a large difference between the search spaces of routing lookup and QoS lookup. The size of routing table is very large and ever-increasing with the growth of Internet, but the filtering rule set of QoS classification is small and remains stable.
Conventional routing lookup is based solely on destination addresses, which is a one-dimensional search, but QoS lookup is based on multiple fields, which is a multi-dimensional search. table is the local version of routing table in the line card. With the forwarding table, the routing/switching decision can be made locally at each input port.
Fine-grained QoS classifier
As the key component of the tIP router architecture, the proposed QoS classifier at routers uses several fields in the IP header for QoS classification in addition to the DS field. Transport-layer information is extracted to further divide a BA into a UDP aggregate, a TCP aggregate and a ICMP aggregate, and then to distinguish TCP control segments that mainly consist of ACKs, from TCP data segments in the TCP aggregate. QoS classification can be modeled at three different hierarchical levels as shown in Figure 2 . At the first two levels, it is straightforward to set the filtering rules. By checking DS and protocol type fields in the IP header against the filtering rules, the QoS classification is simple and does not cause any ambiguity. However, the accurate TCP control segment identification at level 3 could be much more complex. To implement the identification of TCP control segments at IP routers, the easiest way is to utilize one of the unused bits of DS field in the IP header. However, the problem with this solution is that it requires the modification of the IP header and cooperation from end-hosts. Moreover, the IETF has proposed use of the two unused bits of DS field for the deployment of the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) mechanism [31] at routers.
So, we propose size-and port-based identification of TCP control segments without requiring any new bit. Note that we present below a detailed description of a general TCP control segment identification, which can be applied to the identification of each individual TCP control segment like SYN, FIN, ACK and RST. The only difference at the port-based identification is to check different bits in the 6-bit flag field.
TCP Control Segment Identification
Initially, each TCP segment is encapsulated in a single IP packet, but IP fragmentation could occur at intermediate routers. Once the IP packet is fragmented, only the first fragment contains the TCP header.
So, the IP packet that contains the TCP header must have a zero fragmentation offset. By checking the fragmentation offset field in the IP header, the ambiguity caused by IP fragmentation is eliminated. Theoretically, if an IP packet encapsulates a TCP control segment, it should meet the following requirements:
(1) its protocol type is TCP; (2) its fragmentation offset is zero; and (3) 
where is the total length of an IP packet and " is an integer. Since the maximum space that TCP options can use is 40 bytes, the maximum packet length of a TCP control segment is 80 bytes.
The main advantage of the lightweight version is that there is no need to access the TCP header, thus reducing overhead significantly. Its chief disadvantage is inaccuracy. The tiny TCP data segments that meet the filtering rules will be mis-classified as TCP control segments. However, because the tiny TCP data segments are most likely to belong to interactive TCP sessions, they have similar features of TCP control segments, i.e., small size and loss-sensitive TCP performance. For end-to-end TCP performance it is beneficial to separate them from, and give priority over, other TCP data segments. Moreover, the proposed adaptive weight-based resource manager has the ability to cope with this inaccuracy.
Since the lightweight version does not access the TCP header, it cannot further differentiate TCP control segments into SYNs, FINs, ACKs and RSTs. To achieve accurate and fine-grained TCP control segment identification, the TCP header needs to be accessed. The heavyweight version of TCP control segment identification is a port-based classifier. The matching scope is outside the IP header, and hence, the TCP flags of the TCP header are checked. Besides the additional overhead in accessing the TCP header, IPSec makes the port-based classification difficult. However, a multi-layer IPSec protocol [48] has been proposed, which allows trusted routers to access the transport-layer information.
Even in the heavyweight version of TCP control segment identification, especially for ACK identification, we still need to rely on the total length field in the IP header to eliminate the ambiguity caused by the following two facts: 
Validating lightweight identification
To validate the lightweight version of TCP control segment identification algorithm, six Internet traces taken at three different sites [27] Table 1 gives the percentage of mis-classification of TCP data segments vs. the total data segments in each trace. Moreover, over 97% of the mis-classified tiny TCP data segments are with "PSH" flag ON in its TCP header, indicating the quick delivery requirement of these segments.
Discussion
Currently, only a negligible part of the IP traffic is reported to belong to IPv6 [8, 41] , so the proposed [32] . Moreover, the real audio streams show a significant regularity on packet lengths -concentrating on 244/254, 290/300 and 490/502 bytes [22] , which are much larger than 80 bytes.
Adaptive weight-based resource manager
To enable better service differentiation and resource isolation between thinner aggregates, we propose an adaptive weight-based resource manager for IP routers. A hierarchical link-sharing structure is built, which is similar to the hierarchy of QoS classification and the class-based queueing management [10] . As shown in Figure 4 , the root of the resource tree is the total link capacity. As the level of the resource tree gets lower, the IP flows that share the link are split into thinner aggregates. Each leaf node has its own queue, and every classified incoming packet is then inserted into the appropriate queue. Subsequently, the weighted round-robin scheduler will take care of these queued packets and select the next packet for transmission. Table 2 . Here we assume that the total weight of each BA is 1. The total weight assigned to UDP and TCP aggregates in BE is 0.99, since ICMP packets account for less than 1% of all IP packets and, by default, these ICMP packets are treated as BE traffic. Note that the weights at level 2 are tunable parameters that can be adjusted by network administrators to meet their local requirements.
The weight assignment is strictly enforced only when there is no empty queue. Once a queue is empty, its assigned weight can be temporarily shared by other non-empty queues until the next packet enters the queue. Each node at level 3 of the resource tree represents the bandwidth allocated to TCP data or control seg-ments. The TCP data and control segments within the same TCP aggregate are also scheduled according to the weighted round-robin policy. The guiding principle for the weight setting at level 3 is that preference is given to control segments but there is a strict limit on the weight of control segments. The weight preference to control segments is the embodiment of resource overprovisioning as suggested in [28] , and the strict limit prevents the misuse of preference. Because the overwhelming majority of the TCP control segments are TCP ACKs, we first present the rule of setting the weight of TCP ACKs, and then use the ACK weight as the baseline to derive the weights of all TCP control segments.
Setting the weight of ACKs
The rule of thumb for setting the weight for TCP ACKs is to approximate the upper bound of their bandwidth consumption. If the weight is measured in number of packets, the ratio of the weight of TCP ACKs to that TCP data segments is 1:1. This one data segment vs. one ACK policy is based on the fact that the transmission of a TCP data segment will later trigger a TCP ACK. Considering wide deployment of the delayed ACK mechanism at TCP receivers, weights are assigned to give preference to TCP ACKs, and this preference is also intended to provide a safety cushion to other TCP control segments and tiny TCP data segments, in which the lightweight version of TCP control segment identification is used.
Adhering to the policy of one data segment vs. one ACK, if the weight is measured in number of bytes, then we should consider the average packet size. As mentioned earlier, a great majority of TCP ACKs are 40 bytes long, so the average size of TCP ACK is 40 bytes. Common MSSs of TCP implementations are 512, 536 and 1460 bytes [8, 41] . Including the 40 bytes of both the IP and TCP headers, the total packet lengths for these MSSs are 552, 576, and 1500 bytes, respectively. Their observed ratio is 1:1:2. Thus, the average size of a TCP data segment is 1K bytes and the ratio of the weight of ACKs to that of data segments is 1:25.
The traffic load distribution inside the DS domain will be balanced by routing algorithms and traffic engineering. At an interface of a core router, the volume of outgoing TCP data traffic equals that of incoming TCP data traffic, and each outgoing TCP data segment 2 implies an incoming TCP ACK to the interface. Therefore, this one data segment vs. one ACK policy is valid for core routers inside a DS domain.
However, at a leaf router or a boundary router between two different DS domains, this policy is often invalid due to the asymmetry of traffic load. This traffic load asymmetry has been observed in traffic measurements of the trans-Atlantic link [41] . The weight of TCP ACKs should depend on the weight allocated to the TCP data segments in the reverse direction. The weight of the ACK aggregate at leaf or boundary routers can be set based on traffic measurements or with the help of the Bandwidth Broker. Like the weight setting at level 2, the weight assigned to ACKs, which is the baseline of TCP control segments, is also a tunable parameter and can be adjusted locally.
Once the weight of the ACK aggregate is set, we use a simple adaptive calibration scheme to derive the weight of all TCP control segments for which the ACK weight is used as the baseline. The mechanism of the weight calibration works similarly to the adaptive-weighted packet scheduling of EF traffic [44] . Its goal is to increase the flexibility of the resource manager to absorb bursty control traffic and the tiny data segments that are mis-classified as TCP control segments.
Adaptive weight calibration of TCP control aggregate
As in [44] , we use the estimated average queue size of the TCP control aggregate to adaptively adjust the weight. The average queue size of the TCP control aggregate is calculated by using a low-pass filter with an exponentially-weighted moving average. Let avg be the average queue size, the instantaneous queue size and ¡ £ ¢ the parameter of the low-pass filter, then the average queue size of TCP control aggregate is estimated as:
To reduce the instantaneous fluctuation of queue size, the parameter of the low-pass filter ¡ ¢ is set to 0.01.
Assuming that the weight of TCP ACKs is ! # " , we set the original weight of TCP control aggregate ! % $ to
. To adaptively calibrate the weight of TCP control aggregate, two thresholds, ' 
is the weight function of control aggregate, x is the upper limit that the weight of control aggregate can reach, and 7 is the average queue size of control aggregate. Since the total weight for TCP aggregates is fixed, the increase of control aggregate's weight must cause the same amount of decrease in the data aggregate's weight. However, once the average queue size of control aggregate reduces below ' ¤ 6 4 0 3 2 , the weights taken from data aggregate will be returned.
The weight calibration favors the control aggregate but disfavors the data aggregate, which is consistent with the guiding principle of the weight settings. The rationale behind this is that the bandwidth taken by the data aggregate is usually much more than the bandwidth consumed by the control aggregate; the small amount of bandwidth shift from the data aggregate to the control aggregate can prevent bursty losses of the control segments, but only leads to a single isolated data packet loss or just a longer queueing delay.
However, the weight of control aggregate cannot exceed the upper limit, which prevents the abuse of preferential treatment of TCP control segments and protects the TCP data aggregate from starvation.
x is set to 2! $ in our simulation.
Performance Evaluation
The proposed tIP router architecture is evaluated by simulation with ns-2 [25, 42] . According to the purpose of simulation, we categorize the simulation experiments into two different classes. One is used for evaluating the capability of resource isolation under flooding attacks, the other is used for evaluating the capability of service differentiation for end-to-end TCP performance. The network topologies of the two classes are different. In the presentation of simulation results, Existing refers to the current DiffServ (or Internet) architecture, Marking refers to the ACK marking scheme proposed in [28] and Reserved refers to the reserved bandwidth for EF and AF flows.
The simulation setup
In our simulation experiments, each end-host is connected to its respective edge router, and the edge routers are connected via core routers. The link capacity and one-way propagation delay between an endhost and an edge router are 10 Mbps and 1 ms, respectively. The one-way propagation delay between an edge router and a core router is 8 ms, but that between two core routers is 16 ms. The UDP/TCP data segment size is set to 1000 bytes, and the TCP control segment size is set to 40 bytes. The version of TCP used in the simulation is TCP New-Reno since it has been widely deployed in the Internet, and the delayed-ACK mechanism is ON.
Resource Isolation
In the flooding experiments, the link capacity between an edge router and a core router is 6 Mbps, but that between two core routers is 5 Mbps. As the network topology for the purpose of a DDoS attack, it is convenient to consider it in terms of a tree graph. The victim's machine is at the root of the tree, with network routers being intermediate nodes in the tree. The leaf nodes of the tree are the flooding sources and normal end-hosts. The simulated network topology for DDoS attacks is shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows that the tIP router throttles the flooding volume that reaches the victim and effectively protects the victim from flooding attacks. More importantly, most of the flooding traffic will be dropped by the first few routers before they reach the core of the network, thus confining the damage caused by the flooding source mainly to the local stub network where it originated. The cascaded throttling of flooding traffic at a first few routers shields the rest of the Internet unaffected, and saves the network bandwidth. The cascaded throttling of flooding traffic is depicted in Figure 7 .
Moreover, during flooding attacks, the effective TCP throughputs in Existing and Marking are reduced almost to zero, but the one in tIP router can still achieve 95% (in the cases of UDP and ICMP flooding) and 85% (in the cases of SYN and ACK flooding) of the bandwidth assigned to the entire BE traffic, thanks to the layer-4 resource isolation. 
Service differentiation
In the experiments of service differentiation, the link capacity between an edge router and a core router is 3 Mbps, but that between two core routers is 1 Mbps. We study the TCP flows and measure their ACK loss rate and effective throughput, where we not only compare the tIP router with the existing DiffServ, but also with the marking scheme for TCP ACKs proposed in [28] . The simulation network topology for service differentiation is shown in Figure 10 For EF and AF traffic, the ACK loss rates of Marking are much lower than those of Existing, but are much higher than those of the tIP router. Moreover, most of ACK losses are bursty rather than random, lowering effective throughput. For EF traffic, the main reasons for bursty ACK losses are: (1) to support low delay for EF traffic, the buffer space for premium service is very small, and can only accommodate one or two data packets; (2) the size of a data segment is much larger than that of an ACK. Once the buffer has been filled with one or two data segments, the subsequent incoming ACKs will be dropped.
In the Existing and Marking DiffServ architectures, AF traffic shares the same FIFO queue with BE traffic, but AF packets are much less likely to be dropped than BE ones. However, without proper resource provisioning for ACK flows, the ACKs are more likely to be marked as high drop-precedence packets at edge routers due to the corresponding traffic profile violation. Under a severe congestion, all the packets marked with high drop-precedence will be dropped, causing bursty ACK losses. Since bursty ACK losses cause much severer degradation to TCP performance than random ACK losses, even modest ACK loss rates for EF and AF can greatly reduce their effective throughput.
As the Existing DiffServ, the ACK marking scheme provides no improvement to BE traffic. BE ACKs experience a high loss rate in the backward path because of the congestion caused by the UDP flows in the background traffic. Furthermore, due to data losses in the forward path, an ACK loss for retransmission in the backward path leads to a timeout, reducing t ! " ¢ ¡ to 1, triggering a slow-start, and hence, degrading effective throughput significantly.
In contrast, the tIP router architecture significantly improves the performance of BE TCP traffic, thanks to its resource isolation between UDP and TCP flows, as well as between ACKs and TCP data segments within the BE class. The tIP router not only provides better service quality to high-tiered services, but also significantly improves the performance of BE TCP sessions.
Note that, although the TCP version in our simulation experiment is New-Reno, most of the simulation results in this paper are applicable to all TCP variants for the following reasons. First, the TCP behaviors after a retransmission timeout for all of these schemes are similar. TCP variants differ only in the way of recovering from packet losses after a fast retransmit. Second, the ACK losses in the reverse path only lead to a timeout or slower congestion window growth, but cannot trigger a fast retransmit.
Conclusions
We presented a transport-aware IP router architecture to provide layer-4 service differentiation and resource isolation. The key components of the tIP router architecture are the fine-grained QoS classifier and the adaptive weight-based resource manager. A two-stage packet classification mechanism is devised to decouple the fine-grained QoS lookup from the routing lookup at core routers. BAs are further divided into thinner aggregates. By using separate queues and adaptive-weighted bandwidth allocation, better service differentiation and resource isolation are achieved for these thinner aggregates.
We evaluated the performance of the tIP router architecture by simulation. The simulation results show that:
it provides a built-in protection mechanism to counter DDoS attacks: the flooding traffic is signifi-cantly throttled and most of them is dropped in a close proximity to their sources; the resource isolation of the tIP router protects the normal traffic from the flooding traffic that belongs to a different transport protocol;
the tIP router guarantees that high-tiered TCP sessions receive better service and hence yield better performance in terms of loss rate, end-to-end delay and effective throughput, than low-tiered TCP sessions;
it not only achieves better service quality for high-tiered services, but also significantly improves the performance of BE TCP sessions.
Furthermore, the simulation results demonstrate that a simple ACK marking scheme does not provide good service differentiation and resource isolation for ACK flows when network resources are underprovisioned. It exposes the vulnerability of EF and AF traffic to the ACK flooding attacks. The tIP router architecture is therefore necessary to provide better network QoS to TCP sessions, and is a simple yet powerful built-in protection mechanism to counter DDoS attacks.
